
Pl20: nothing else stacks up.
Finally, a practical lift for tight spaces in schools,
offices, industrial buildings, and residences.

Practical

stable at all heights

350 lb platform capacity

Reaches 20 ft working height

complies with aNsI and OsHa safety standards

smart design

powered by electric drill

Masts stow and stack for quick extension

Legs adjust to accommodate work surface

Portable

One man can carry up stairs

when disassembled

Fits through standard doors

Rolls across any terrain

Zero-turn radius

intrigued? 
scan this QR 
code to view
a pL20 video!

note: For indoor use only.



oversPeed brake
the gearbox features an integrated 

overspeed brake. this provides 

safety redundancy by automatically 

stopping the platform in the event of 

overspeed.

caster wheels
the base features four swiveling 

and lockable casters which allow the 

powerLift to easily rotate 360° to 

make any job accessible.

tilt-back handle  
+ wheel kit
the tilt-back handle and wheel kit can 

be attached to the powerLift pL20 to 

allow the lift to be maneuvered over 

uneven surfaces with ease. Great for 

transporting from jobsite to jobsite.

lightweight
the powerLift is the lightest mid-range 

lift on the market. the components 

can easily be disassembled and 

carried to make the powerLift even 

more portable.

hitch hauler
the convenient Hitch Hauler 

eliminates the need for a trailer—any 

vehicle with a 2 in. receiver hitch 

can transport the powerLift. the 

powerLift can be loaded and secured 

in a matter of seconds, and no ropes, 

chains, or straps are required. With 

the Hitch Hauler, you can keep your 

storage space available in the vehicle.
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sPecifications Pl20

conforming standard aNsI a92.20

platform capacity 350 lbs

power source ac or Dc Drill 

Rated Horizontal Force 52.5 lbs

Machine Weight 278 lbs

swivel/Lockable casters 5 in. (Diameter)

platform size (L x W) 26 in. x 30 in. 

Mast section Weight 20.7 lbs 

Rear Outrigger Weight 7.8 lbs 

Front Outrigger Weight 10.3 lbs 

Flat-Free transport Wheels 12 in. x 3.5 in.

Drive
Worm Drive with Integrated 
Drive Gear & Brake

a stowed Length 53 in.

B stowed Width 30 in. 

c stowed Height 69 in.

D Minimum platform Height 12.9 in. 

e Outrigger Footprint Width 67.1 in.

F Outrigger Footprint Length 64.4 in. 

G Distance from Wall side 18.5 in.

H Distance from Wall Front 10.3 in.

I erected Mast Height 16.3 ft

J Maximum platform Height 14.3 ft

Maximum Working Height 20.3 ft*
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accessories + FeatuResPl20 specIFIcatIONs

*Based on platform height plus 6 ft. specifications subject to change without notice.
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POWERLIFT HITCH HAULER

49.502 LBS
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